
The Japanese Artist Turning Fruits and Vegetables Into Sculpture
Ikebana’s most irreverent practitioner, the 80-year-old Kosen Ohtsubo, finds beauty in the banal.

Motoko Rich, “The Japanese Artist Turning Fruits and Vegetables Into Sculpture”, The New York Times, April 28 2020

This piece, “Cabbage Tree” (2020), created from cabbage 
leaves wrapped around a gnarled log that Kosen Ohtsubo 
purchased from a neighbor, was made exclusively for T. It 
was photographed at the Zama shrine, in Kanagawa, Japan, 
the original structure of which stood for at least six centuries 
before being rebuilt in 1927 after a fire. 
Photo by Mari Maeda & Yuji Oboshi. Styled by Hanae Uwajima

On a January afternoon, in his stained-wood-floored studio in the Tokyo suburb of Tokorozawa, the art-
ist Kosen Ohtsubo fingered a large cabbage leaf, its edges a bit too curled and droopy for a salad. “It’s 
about three days old,” he said. “Great material.”

Wilted cabbage doesn’t usually come to mind when one thinks of ikebana, the traditional Japanese art of 
flower arranging with origins in the sixth century. But for close to five decades, Ohtsubo has been one of 
ikebana’s most unorthodox practitioners, his work a subversion of the spare formality and elegant mate-
rials that are the hallmarks of the form. “I want to explode the idea of beautiful ikebana,” said Ohtsubo, 
who uses blooms and branches as he sees fit but is just as likely to work with hunks of watermelon, scraps 
of garbage or piles of daikon — Japanese radishes the size and shape of plump forearms. He once creat-
ed a piece by throwing tomatoes at a wall.

“In a way, rebellion is my signature,” said Ohtsubo, 80. “I have always felt I was fighting against some-
thing.” And yet, he’s not purely interested in rebellion for its own sake — Ohtsubo’s impulses are at heart 
egalitarian. He was a student in the Ryusei school of ikebana, which gained renown in the Meiji era and is 
known for its relatively freestyle approach — practitioners are encouraged to experiment with materials 
and work outside of the classical three-branch form, in which each stalk represents either heaven, earth 
or humankind. The artist, who is a jazz fan (Albert Ayler’s 1965 “Spiritual Unity” is a favorite), appreciated 
this improvisational philosophy. Still, he disliked that the default materials were what he considered to be 
elitist: traditional flowers like irises or lilies, or the branches of pine or plum trees. “There is this generally 
held idea that expensive branches make the piece,” he said. “So if you don’t have money, you can’t create 
beautiful work.”



The artist’s “I Am Taking a Bath Like This” (1984).
Courtesy of the artist and Empty Gallery

His “Mr. O’s Breakfast” (1973). 
Courtesy of the artist and Empty Gallery

Vegetables, of course, are prosaic and cheap. They aren’t meant to be looked at so much as consumed, 
and if you wait long enough, they begin to smell. This fact, especially, tended to bother more traditional 
masters when they first encountered Ohtsubo’s work at exhibitions, but he believes that the vegetable’s po-
tential for visceral decay only adds to its artistic promise. Take the cabbage: “Its entire form and fragrance 
really changes over the course of just a few days,” he said. In fact, his philosophy fulfills two of ikebana’s 
core aims: to express the impermanence of beauty and to showcase beauty that might otherwise have 
gone unnoticed. What’s more, vegetables tether humans to the natural world. Many of them come from the 
ground, after all, while elegant branches are pulled, Ohtsubo says, from “the top of the mountain.”

Born in 1939 in Ashio Dozan, which is in the central Tochigi Prefecture and was the site of a notoriously pol-
luting 19th-century copper mine, Ohtsubo was the middle son of the village’s deputy mayor. Often, he was 
left alone to wander the mountains surrounding the village, once getting so lost that he ended up spend-
ing the night at an inn before finding his way home. “Back in those days, everyone had four or five children, 
and if you weren’t the eldest son, you weren’t really treasured,” he said. When a local woman offered ikeba-
na lessons, he decided to enroll. “There were a lot of beautiful girls in the class,” said Ohtsubo, who wears 
eyeglasses with Playboy Bunnies imprinted on the temples.

In 1960, he moved to Tokyo and studied under the Ryusei master Kasen Yoshimura. But Ohtsubo feared 
he’d be unable to make a living as an artist. He enrolled as an engineering student at Tokyo Denki Univer-
sity, but the pull of ikebana was too strong. And so he returned to the Tokyo Ryusei school, joining the staff 
as an apprentice. Right away, Ohtsubo was back to breaking convention, sourcing materials from farms, 
groceries and dumpsters, and even inserting himself into his work, which leaned increasingly toward con-
temporary art: For “I Am Taking a Bath Like This” (1984), he photographed himself sitting in a tub filled with 
kakitsubata (Japanese iris) leaves. He’s been looking for new and unexpected ways into his medium ever 
since. One day, while watching his wife make cabbage rolls, he thought, “This is ikebana,” and created a 
large, spade-shaped sculpture covered in boiled cabbage.



Ohtsubo’s “Rock’n’Roll Radish Tower I” (1989).
Courtesy of the artist and Empty Gallery

An untitled work by Ohtsubo (1989).Courtesy of 
the artist and Empty Gallery

“Ohtsubo was the first of his kind,” said Haruyoshi Nishikawa, the editor in chief of Nihon Jhosei Shimbun, 
a newspaper that specializes in stories about ikebana and the Japanese tea ceremony. “He has created his 
own ikebana, and that has greatly inspired people.” The Hong Kong-based Empty Gallery is currently plan-
ning to stage a show of Ohtsubo’s new and recreated works, and will also feature some of them at future art 
fairs.

In the meantime, Ohtsubo is still working and still teaching, even if he’s often disappointed by his students’ 
timidity. “So many of them simply conform to their surroundings and obediently carry out their lives,” he 
said. “It’s as if there’s some big master monitoring young people’s activities and saying, ‘Don’t do anything 
stupid.’” I asked if he’d heard of the conceptual artist Maurizio Cattelan’s recent artwork “Comedian” — 
of a banana pinned to the wall with duct tape. He hadn’t, but grinned when I showed him a picture. “Oh, 
interesting,” Ohtsubo said. “The banana is one of the materials I want to try.”

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/04/28/t-magazine/kosen-ohtsubo.html?fbclid=I-
wAR1CwGrQKlIvgo_35sVRN-acVeN5qI4B7f3Gl2JyrVq7sdvaCx_FOoLOICo
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English Translation 

20th Century Art in Japan

Era of Modern Ikebana - The flower of meta-ikebana

Pg.1
In 1973, “Ikebana Independant Exhibition” was exhibited, characterized by the absence of selection jury 
or for the artists to claim their schools. It was a radical move in the Ikebana world where the Iemoto-system 
has traditionally reigned the rules. In 1974, “Eight Ikebana Artists Exhibition” was formed by 8 artists includ-
ing Kosen Ohtsubo, and they have curated the “Ikebana Open Competition” which continues on.
It is called “modern Ikebana” after around 1970. One of the symbolical piece of this era is “Rubbish of the 
Ikebana Exhibition of Ryusei School 1/5” by Ohtsubo, created in 1971. It proposes plant rubbish as one of 
plant’s forms and ironically provokes at the art of ikebana.

OTSUBO, Kosen
Born in Tochigi. He’s moved to Tokyo and joins the Ryusei-ha and had actively exhibited at galleries as well 
as in overseas museums such as in  Denmark and US. Moved to China in 2005, returns to Japan in 1913. 
His legendary piece is “Rubbish of the Ikebana Exhibition of Ryusei School 1/5” which he recreated the 
rubbish of the Ryusei school. It presents his ironic view on ikebana but it is the impact of the rubbish itself 
that is the core of the piece.
Humor and violence are seen in his early works, including “One Day”(1973) that shows the cruelty of ikeba-
na in which plants are mutilated and “Meri Meri”* (“Step On It”?) where sunflowers are squashed. He also 
creates works in which he sautéed flowers, used vegetables as his materials, and scattered flower petals 
and they all tell a significant difference in its shapes compared to that of avant-garde ikebana.

Pg.2
The era of individuals and local scenes
The 80’s of Ikebana is the era of individuals. The annual “Public Ikebana Exhibition” has proved to be a 
place where schools and power structure did not matter, and advanced the individual activities.
Since Ohtsubo had his solo exhibition in an art gallery in 1982, ikebana exhibitions in art galleries has in-
creased. They were more so a presentation towards the art-world instead towards the ikebana-world, and 
the expression of ikebana was beginning to search for a release to the outer world. It is said that the con-
servatism swing of the ikebana world and it not regarding the expressionists’ radical activities has pushed 
this outcome. Ikebana as “culture education” has flourished but its “expression” has began leaking.

Pg.3
A Transition period
After the “bubble” economy burst and younger generations’ disinterest, “culture education” was estimat-
ed to be declining since 1990. However on the other side, as the sense of values diverse with post-modern 
situation, the prejudice towards ikebana eased off and the society began taking interest in its way of “ex-
pression.” 

“The F Group”
A group formed by 13 ikebana artists including Ohtsubo. It consists a diverse generations, including Taka-
toshi Simoda who has been active since early 1950’s, and those who’s began their practice in 1980’s.
The modern ikebana activities held since the 2000’s are commonly held with the F group.

“Ikebana as an Expression” 
An exhibition focused on the artists of ‘70s and ‘80s, artists included Ohtsubo. It aimed at presenting the 
similarity and the difference between ikebana expression and art expression.








